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A B S T R A C T

We present an automatic method that allows to retarget poses from a source to a target
character by transferring the shape of the target character onto the desired pose of the
source character. By considering shape instead of pose transfer our method allows to
better preserve the contextual meaning of the source pose, typically contacts between
body parts, than pose-based strategies. To this end, we propose an optimization-based
method to deform the source shape in the desired pose using three main energy func-
tions: similarity to the target shape, body part volume preservation, and collision man-
agement to preserve existing contacts and prevent penetrations. The results show that
our method allows to retarget complex poses with several contacts to different mor-
phologies, and is even able to create new contacts when morphology changes require
them, such as increases in body size. To demonstrate the robustness of our approach to
different types of shapes, we successfully apply it to basic and dressed human characters
as well as wild animal models, without the need to adjust parameters.

1. Introduction1

Animation studios have stored terabytes of animation files2

applied on various 3D characters with meticulous association3

between skeletal motion and 3D shape, created manually by4

skilled artists who designed rigged models and corresponding5

skeletal motions. Retargeting these existing skeletal motions6

to new characters automatically is a long-standing problem in7

computer animation [20] that remains challenging, especially8

when the animation contains close interactions and contacts.9

Existing works to address the retargeting problem can be10

broadly classified into the following three categories. First,11

skeleton-based retargeting consists in adapting the joint angles12
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of the character in order to satisfy kinematic constraints either 13

edited manually [20, 30] or automatically built based on ge- 14

ometric constraints between body parts [23]. With these ap- 15

proaches, it is difficult to prevent collisions or more gener- 16

ally respect distance constraints of the body shape. Second, 17

surface-based retargeting considers surface deformations, typi- 18

cally mesh deformations, when transferring the pose of a source 19

character to a target one [44]. In both categories, a key as- 20

pect is that the pose is encoded independently from the shape 21

of the characters, which can lead to artifacts in particular for 22

close body part interactions. A third category with data-driven 23

approaches takes advantage of a database of models to learn 24

correlations between shape and pose, and uses this for retar- 25

geting motions between characters [7, 26]. While this strategy 26

yields improved results, the associated methods are yet specific 27

to given classes of shapes, typically basic minimally dressed hu- 28

man bodies, and can hardly generalize to other models, such as 29

dressed humans or animals. In essence, modeling the pose inde- 30

pendently of the shape in a generic manner is still a challenging 31
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Fig. 1: Overview of the deformation transfer algorithm. Classical works [44]
transfer the pose of the source to the target. We propose a novel approach,
transferring the shape of the target to the deformed source character.

issue, in particular with body part contacts or close interactions.1

In this work, we propose an alternative method to solve the2

motion retargeting problem that is especially designed to han-3

dle contacts and interactions. The proposed approach is generic4

and can be applied to any class of shape, e.g. human or ani-5

mal characters. In contrast to existing works, we explore trans-6

ferring the shape of a target character to the desired pose of a7

source character, as shown in Figure 1. In particular, given as8

input a source character in both a standard and a deformed pose9

and a target character in a standard pose, we propose to morph10

the shape of the source character to make it similar to the target11

character, in the deformed pose, while maintaining a plausible12

posture w.r.t. contacts between surfaces. This way, we assume13

that the resulting target shape+pose better preserves the source14

pose contextual meaning, i.e. properties of the pose that are15

independent of the shape. As a consequence, surface contacts16

due to shape differences in body sizes can be handled by design17

with our approach.18

To achieve shape transfer, we design a variational approach19

that optimizes three energy functions: similarity to the target20

shape, volume preservation of body parts, and collision man-21

agement to preserve existing contacts and prevent penetrations.22

To allow for motion retargeting, continuity between subsequent23

poses of a motion sequence is encouraged in a post-process. We24

show experimentally that this approach can be used to retarget25

between a wide range of characters.26

A preliminary version of this article appears in [8]. This new 27

version includes improvements in collision detection and the 28

adaptation to continuous motion. Furthermore, we present an 29

extended experimental validation beyond basic human shapes 30

by considering motion retargeting applications between basic 31

human body shapes and humans dressed with different gar- 32

ments, as well as motion retargeting between different wild an- 33

imals. Our experiments indicate that our method can be applied 34

to different shapes as is, without the need to adjust parameters. 35

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the 36

previous works addressing the problem of motion retargeting, 37

and positions the paper in this state of the art. Section 3 gives 38

an overview of our method and presents our energy function. 39

Section 4 details this energy, and Section 5 presents our min- 40

imization procedure. We explain how our method is applied 41

on continuous animations in Section 6. Section 7 presents an 42

extended experimental validation, and finally we conclude the 43

paper in Section 8. 44

2. Related Work 45

Previous works mostly explore three major directions to 46

transfer a pose from a source to a target character: using a shape 47

independent pose representation with the joint angles of a skele- 48

ton; directly modifying the character’s surface without the help 49

of rigged skeletons; and data-driven methods that leverage a 50

dataset of example shapes in different poses to learn the trans- 51

fer. 52

2.1. Skeletal Motion Retargeting 53

With the popularization of marker-based motion capture sys- 54

tems in the early 90’s, the ability to transfer an animation from 55

an actor to a rigged character rapidly gained success. Motion re- 56

targeting was then considered as solving kinematic constraints 57

on joint positions and ensuring continuity using displacement 58

maps [20, 33, 13]. Another approach consists in defining a 59

morphology-independent representation [30, 22] with efficient 60

constraint solvers [29], or in using an intermediate skeleton 61

[40]. As these methods mainly consist in solving static kine- 62

matic constraints, postprocessing is needed to ensure continu- 63

ity, for instance with recursive filters [20]. 64

All these methods generally use predefined kinematic con- 65

straints that must be manually tuned. Automatic kinematic con- 66

straint detection in the source motion has been proposed [31] to 67

automate the constraint editing problem. Most of these con- 68

straints consist in spatial relationship between body segments, 69

which can be modeled as distance constraints [3] or as more 70

generalized spatial relationship between joints [6]. These meth- 71

ods aim at transferring the topology of the body segments of the 72

source motion to the target character, while using generalized 73

inverse kinematics to solve all the corresponding constraints. 74

This idea of modeling the topology between body segments has 75

been extended by introducing an interaction mesh [23, 24]. A 76

more recent work introduces egocentric planes to ensure that 77

the instantaneous separating plane between each pair of body 78

parts is transferred between the source and target motion [39]. 79

This enables real-time motion transfer while preserving most 80
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of the topology between body segments. However, all these1

methods require a rigged skeleton and cannot handle accurate2

constraints between body parts when they are not simplified3

body segments. Moreover, they assume that all the relative po-4

sitions between body segments are preserved from source to5

target character, which is unlikely with shapes that differ signif-6

icantly.7

2.2. Surface Mesh Retargeting8

Skeleton-based approaches have difficulties dealing with9

pose features that concern the surface of a character, typically10

incidence relationships. Another strategy in that respect con-11

sists in directly acting on the character surface instead of the12

joint angles of its skeleton, for instance by displacing the ver-13

tices of a surface mesh.14

Deformation transfer methods follow this direction. They15

mostly encode the pose of the source character as a deforma-16

tion of the source surface mesh and transfer this deformation to17

the target surface mesh [44, 52].18

In order to better handle shape and pose constraints over the19

surface, recent works encode the pose as spatial relationships20

between points on the body surface. For instance Liu et al.21

[36] introduced the context graph, an extension of the inter-22

action mesh proposed for skeleton joint centers [23] to body23

surfaces. In a context graph, nodes are placed on the body sur-24

face and edges of the graph encode distance constraints between25

nodes. Transferring the pose context consists then in enforcing26

such distances on the target surface given the source context27

graph. Using distance constraints to preserve context was also28

explored by Jin et al. [27], who proposed the Aura mesh, a vol-29

umetric mesh enclosing the body surface with a fixed offset.30

Spatial relationships are then modeled as the interpenetration31

of this Aura mesh.32

Context graphs and Aura meshes both define an arbitrary dis-33

tance threshold under which spatial relationships should be pre-34

served, assuming hence that node distances below the threshold35

encode the contextual meaning of the pose. However, distances36

between body parts beyond this threshold can also embed con-37

textual information. Moreover, some close interactions do not38

necessarily relate to the contextual meaning of the pose, but can39

result from intrinsic shape constraints, e.g. surface contacts due40

to corpulence. Additionally, both works consider simplified ex-41

ternal meshes to model contacts and, consequently, can fail to42

capture fine contacts between the more detailed surface mesh43

of body segments.44

A different strategy is the use of physics based constraints,45

such as balance [38]. Instead of enforcing distance constraints46

between body parts, Al Borno et al. [4] propose to apply47

physics-based forces on the characters. As a result, the pose48

adapts to the morphology of the target character, e.g. the extent49

of a kick motion depends on the corpulence. We follow a sim-50

ilar philosophy and allow as well poses on the target shape to51

adapt to the morphology.52

2.3. Hybrid Approaches Combining Skeleton and Mesh53

In order to benefit from both worlds a body of work combines54

skeleton and surface constraints in the pose transfer. Molla et55

al. [39] uses a skeleton to model the pose with joint angles 56

and adds constraints, i.e. egocentric mapping to preserve the 57

topology between body parts, that are applied on a body surface 58

approximation. Other methods use a complete surface mesh 59

together with a skeleton [32, 25] to control the surface mesh 60

deformation while preserving the coherence with the skeleton 61

topology. By satisfying both skeletal and surface constraints, 62

natural animations and poses can be generated. While defor- 63

mation transfer is not the primal contribution of these works, 64

the associated methods can be adapted to this purpose with con- 65

vincing results as in [32]. Nevertheless, works in this category 66

do not yet account for surface interactions and substantial colli- 67

sions can appear when transferring poses between significantly 68

different shapes. 69

2.4. Data Driven Approaches 70

With the recent availability of important datasets, data driven 71

approaches have become more popular. They enable deforma- 72

tion transfer between shapes that can be very different in nature, 73

e.g. humans and animals, by learning the semantic correspon- 74

dences over a set of paired examples, for instance poses [7] or 75

even animations [11]. In [10] Bouaziz et al. create blendshapes, 76

i.e. base expressions of a target face, and estimate weights asso- 77

ciated with each blendshape on the source to create the result- 78

ing target expression. Another recent work investigates deep 79

neural networks for semantic deformation transfer [19], where 80

training is performed on various poses of the source and target 81

that do not need to be in correspondence. Mappings between 82

semantically different poses of humans and animals can also 83

be learned to interactively control animation generation [43]. 84

All these methods neither require skeletons nor point-to-point 85

correspondences between sources and targets. However, heavy 86

pre-processing must be performed for every pair of source and 87

target characters. Also these methods do not explicitly account 88

for surface interactions. 89

In another vein, datasets of humans allow to create paramet- 90

ric models of human shapes and poses, e.g. [5, 9, 26]. Using 91

these models, it is possible to combine the pose parameters of 92

a source to the shape parameters of a target to effectively per- 93

form motion retargeting. However these models do not encode 94

surface interactions and will not prevent collision artifacts, as 95

shown for example in Figure 12. 96

Recent works have explored deep learning methods for mo- 97

tion retargeting, such as recurrent neural networks [47] or deep 98

reinforcement learning [49]. An important number of these 99

works focus on video based motion retargeting. They take as 100

input a 2D video of a character performing a source motion, 101

and generate a new video of a target character performing a 102

similar motion. These works are based on the recent advances 103

of generative networks such as GANs (e.g. [35, 12]) or VAE 104

(e.g. [18]). 105

Data driven methods can give very satisfying results, but re- 106

quire usually important datasets to work and are intrinsically 107

limited by such datasets. In the following, we propose instead 108

a direct approach that only needs a source and a target mesh to 109

perform motion retargeting. 110
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3. Method Overview1

Our goal is to make a target character reproduce the motion2

of a source character. To this aim we consider as inputs: the3

source character mesh in a standard pose (e.g. A-pose), the4

same source character in a flow of deformed poses we wish to5

duplicate with a target character, and the target character mesh6

in the standard pose, as shown in Figure 1. In this work, we7

consider the motion as a continuous sequence of static poses.8

Consequently, for each pose of the source character, the retar-9

geting process should compute a deformed pose adapted to the10

target character, while preserving continuity in the resulting se-11

quence. All the source and target meshes are assumed to be in12

correspondence through a single mesh graph. This mesh graph13

is further assumed to be segmented into body parts (see Sec-14

tion 4.2.1). Note that our method does not require a rigged15

skeleton.16

We proceed by first retargeting each deformed input pose in-17

dependently, and by subsequently smoothing the resulting ani-18

mation to encourage continuity in a post-process. To retarget a19

static frame, starting from the source character in the deformed20

pose, our approach morphs its surface until its shape fits the21

target character shape, while preserving the surface contacts22

present in the source deformed pose. This way, we transfer23

shapes at the desired poses instead of transferring poses to the24

desired shapes, as traditional in the existing works.25

Our method includes anyway pose deformation since body26

shape deformations impact the body pose. We follow the com-27

mon hypothesis that pose deformations of the human body can28

be modeled as near-isometric [14]. Hence, all near-isometric29

deformations are attributed to pose, while non-isometric de-30

formations are attributed to shape changes. In particular, we31

model pose deformations by applying rigid transformations to32

the mesh’s body parts. Non-isometric shape deformations are33

applied directly to the mesh’s vertices.34

Input meshes are defined as V = (V, E), where E is the set35

of edges of the mesh and V = (v1, ..., vn) is the set of mesh36

vertices with vi the 3D coordinates of vertex i. We define the37

rigid body part transformations Θ = {RP}P∈BP, where RP is the38

rotation associated with the body part P ∈ BP and BP is the39

set of body parts. To perform shape transfer, we cast the prob-40

lem as an optimization over the vertex positions V and the rigid41

transformations Θ, and with respect to three energy terms that42

account for local and more global shape properties as well as43

surface contacts:44

argmin
V,Θ

[γS hapeES hape(V) + γVolEVol(V) + γC EC(Θ)]. (1)

The terms ES hape and EVol penalize the discrepancy in shape45

and volume with the target character. As they correspond to46

non-isometric shape deformations, they are minimized w.r.t. V.47

The term EC penalizes collisions of surfaces and loss of con-48

tacts present in the source pose. This energy concerns the near-49

isometric pose deformations and is therefore minimized w.r.t.50

Θ. The weights γS hape, γVol, and γC modulate the influence of51

each energy term.52

The energy terms are detailed in Section 4. To facilitate 53

the shape transfer, before optimizing expression 1, we compute 54

the height of the source and target shapes using their provided 55

standard poses, and pre-scale the deformed source mesh to the 56

height of the target mesh. The method to iteratively minimize 57

Energy 1 is presented in Section 5. Finally, the post-process 58

used to adapt to motion sequences is explained in Section 6. 59

4. Shape and Pose Optimization 60

To perform the shape transfer from a source to a target 61

character, we optimize the source shape and pose parameters 62

through a set of energy functions to be minimized: a shape 63

energy term transferring non-isometric deformations, a volume 64

energy term to ensure volume preservation of the target shape, 65

and a contact energy term to preserve relevant pose contacts and 66

avoid penetration between the body parts. These energy terms 67

are detailed in what follows. 68

4.1. Local Shape Fidelity 69

As mentioned earlier pose deformations of the human body 70

can be assumed near-isometric [14]. Hence, two meshes that 71

represent the same shape in different poses should be near- 72

isometric. This property is used in previous works to define 73

shape preserving deformations, e.g. [34]. Building on a sim- 74

ilar principle, we make the assumption that geometric shape 75

features that are isometry-invariant encode shape information 76

independently of the pose. Given the source shape in the cor- 77

rect pose, we seek therefore for a transformation that equals 78

isometry-invariant features on both the deformed source and 79

the target shapes. To this aim, we consider Laplacian offsets 80

as local geometric features independent of the pose. They have 81

already been successfully used in [50] as a shape representation 82

for posture invariant shape analysis. 83

The key idea of this representation is to encode, for each ver- 84

tex, the offsets w.r.t its neighboring vertices in a local coordinate 85

frame. First the uniform Laplacian matrix L of the template 86

mesh is computed. Since the input meshes are in correspon- 87

dence with this template, they have the same connectivity graph 88

and the Laplacian matrix is the same for all. This matrix is used 89

to compute for each vertex vi the Laplacian offset ∆i as: 90


∆1
...

∆n

 = L


v1
...

vn

 =


∑

v j∈N1(v1)

1
deg(v1) v j − v1

...∑
v j∈N1(vn)

1
deg(vn) v j − vn

 , (2)

where N1(vi) is the first ring neighborhood of vi on V. ∆i is 91

further expressed in a local coordinate system, defined at vertex 92

vi, to make it invariant to pose deformations. This coordinate 93

system is composed of the normal vector of the surface at vertex 94

vi (called f1(vi)), a projection of a fixed vertex neighbour of vi 95

in the orthogonal plane of the normal (called f2(vi)), and their 96

cross product (called f3(vi)). The three vectors are normalized 97

to create the local coordinate system at vertex vi (see Figure 2). 98

It is invariant to translation and rotation of the neighbourhood 99
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Fig. 2: Local frame (red) of ∆i (green) at vi.

of vi. Thus, expressing ∆i in this coordinate system makes the1

shape representation invariant to pose.2

In a preliminary step of the algorithm, we compute the tar-3

get shape representation ΩT = {ωT
1 (vT

i ), ωT
2 (vT

i ), ωT
3 (vT

i )}vT
i ∈V

T at4

each vertex of the target character in the standard pose, where5

ωT
k (vT

i ) are the coordinates of ∆T
i expressed in the local coordi-6

nate system of the target shape.7

We subsequently deform the source shape in the desired pose
so that it presents similar local offsets, thereby changing its lo-
cal forms towards the target local forms. That is, for each vertex
vi on the deformed source shape we expect the Laplacian offset
∆i to equal its counterpart ∆T

i on the target shape, yielding the
following shape energy term:

ES hape(V) =
∑
vi∈V

(
∆i − ∆T

i
)2
. (3)

A direct minimization of the above term results in a non-linear8

and complex optimization. In practice, given a fixed local con-9

figuration, i.e. ( f1(vi), f2(vi), f3(vi), v j ∈ N1(vi)), around vi, ex-10

pression 3 is minimized by moving vi towards the optimal posi-11

tion v̂i:12

v̂i =
∑

v j∈N1(vi)

v j

deg(vi)
−

(
ωT

1 (vT
i ) f1(vi) + ωT

2 (vT
i ) f2(vi)

+ ωT
3 (vT

i ) f3(vi)
)
.

(4)

Hence we proceed iteratively in two steps: (i) vertices are13

moved in the optimal direction v̂i − vi; (ii) local configurations14

are re-estimated. Details on the iterative solving are given in15

section 5.16

4.2. Volume Preservation17

By encoding the shape as described in the previous section18

we can enforce local shape properties. However, it is known19

that isometries do not encode the volume of the shape [34].20

Hence, two isometric shapes can have drastically different vol-21

umes [14]. Consequently, the Laplacian offsets as used in ex-22

pression 3 do not guarantee a global volume preservation be-23

tween the deformed source and target shapes. We explain below24

how to remedy this issue.25

Instead of preserving the full body volume, we propose to 26

consider the volume of each body part independently. The rea- 27

son for this is that the human body volume is not equally dis- 28

tributed among its body parts. Thus, preserving the volume 29

globally leads to an under-constrained problem and can result 30

in unnatural distribution of the volume such as inflated arms or 31

faces. On the other hand, preserving the volume at a very local 32

level constrains transformations to be rigid whereas body pose 33

transformations can obviously be non-rigid. In our method we 34

therefore take an in-between strategy and encode the volume at 35

the body part level. While body part volumes do not always 36

stay constant during body deformations, e.g. as a result of mus- 37

cle deformation or breathing, we assume, in a first approxima- 38

tion, these variations to be negligible between the standard and 39

source poses. Our method tries therefore to equal the volumes 40

of body parts between the deformed source and the target char- 41

acters. We expect this way a coherent volume distribution while 42

allowing for non-rigid deformations. 43

4.2.1. Body Part Segmentation 44

The body part segmentation should ideally separate the body 45

shape into elements that move rigidly. To this aim, we manually 46

segment the template into 17 parts as depicted in figure 3a. Our 47

experiments validate this segmentation however our approach 48

could also consider other segmentations, with more or less de- 49

tails depending on the application. For instance fingers could 50

be separated in the segmentation to better encode complex hand 51

poses. 52

(a) Template segmentation

−→

(b) The seam is closed by
computing its centroid C
and generating new trian-
gles between C and the
vertices located on the
seam.

Fig. 3: Body part segmentation on the template and close up of a seam.

Given a segmentation, the volume of each body part can be 53

computed as the sum of the signed volumes of the tetrahedrons 54

formed by the body part’s triangles and the origin O [51]. Let 55

{vi, v j, vk} be an oriented triangle and O the origin, the signed 56

volume of the tetrahedron {O, vi, v j, vk} writes: 57

VOi jk =
1
6

(−xky jzi + x jykzi + xkyiz j

− xiykz j − x jyizk + xiy jzk),
(5)

where (xi, yi, zi) are the coordinates of vi. Assuming body parts 58

to be closed manifold meshes composed of triangles with a 59
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consistent orientation, the volume of a body part P is then1

VP =
∑

T∈P
VO,T , where T denotes triangles. This requires body2

parts to be closed meshes. To this purpose, body parts are3

closed by computing the centroid of the seam between two4

neighboring body parts, and by generating triangles between5

this centroid and the vertices on the seam as shown in Figure6

3b.7

4.2.2. Volume Term8

Given the body part segmentation, the volume energy term9

measures the discrepancy between body part volumes on the10

deformed source shape and on the target shape:11

EVol(V) =
∑

P∈BP

(VP − VT
P )2. (6)

4.3. Contacts12

The shape and volume terms previously presented help to ac-13

curately deform the source shape into the target shape. How-14

ever, differences in morphology can make it difficult for the tar-15

get character to correctly reproduce the source pose. For ex-16

ample, if the source is a thin character with arms close to the17

body, it will be challenging for a corpulent target character to18

reproduce the exact same pose, i.e. body parts presenting the19

exact same relative positions, since the arms would then inter-20

sect the thorax (see Figure 4a). Conversely, if a corpulent source21

character has a hand touching the belly, a thin target character22

reproducing the pose might see the hand floating in front of23

the belly, therefore losing this contextually significant contact.24

Consequently, it is important to note that changing the morphol-25

ogy of a character while keeping the same pose can result in an26

impossible or a contextually different pose.27

To address this issue, our method includes a contact energy28

term. This term aims to maintain the contextual posture, i.e.29

the contacts, of the source character by adapting its pose. In30

particular, we aim to maintain all contacts present in the source31

pose, while not introducing inter-penetrations. Our contact term32

builds on the contact loss presented in [21]. It is composed of33

a repulsion term that increases when surface inter-penetrations34

occur, and an attraction term that increases when a contextual35

contact is lost:36

EC(V) = γrEr(V) + γaEa(V), (7)

where Er and Ea are the repulsion and attraction term respec-37

tively, with associated weights γr and γa. EC helps correcting38

the pose of the result w.r.t. self interactions of the surface of39

the mesh and w.r.t interaction with the ground, as shown in Fig-40

ure 4.41

4.3.1. Repulsion Term42

Body part segmentation enables us to follow the rigid mem-43

bers of the human body during the deformation (4.2.1). As44

such, if the source and target characters have correct poses, no45

inter-penetration should appear inside a same body part. We46

thus test only inter-penetrations between a vertex and all body47

parts but the one it belongs to. The repulsion term also consid-48

ers collisions with the ground and is defined as49

(a) Left to right: source pose, transfer result without the contribution of a repulsion term,
and with such a contribution (target from Figure 5c). Notice on the right the arms that do
not penetrate the torso anymore, and the wider gap between legs to avoid thigh colliding.

(b) Left to right: source pose, transfer result without the contribution of an attraction term,
and such a contribution (target from Figure 6b). Notice on the right the foot that does not
penetrate the leg thanks to the repulsion term, but requires anyway the attraction term to
keep the contact present in the source pose.

Fig. 4: Contribution of the contact energy terms.

Er(V) = γr

∑
P∈BP

∑
vi∈V\P

vi∈Int(P)

d(vi, P)2 + γrg

∑
vi∈V

vi∈Int(G)

d(vi,G)2, (8)

where BP is the body part set, G is the ground, Int(X) is the in- 50

terior of object X, and d(v, X) is the minimum distance between 51

the vertex v and the object X; d(v, X) = infw∈X‖v − w‖2. The 52

effect of the repulsion term is illustrated in Figure 4a. 53

In a previous version of this work [8] raycasting with bound- 54

ing box culling was used to detect collisions between vertices 55

and body parts. This is a computationally costly method since 56

a ray is sent from every tested vertex to every face of the body 57

part. In this paper, we use the point-tetrahedron collision test 58

with spatial hashing method described in [45]. Given a tetrahe- 59

dral mesh, this method defines a hash-function that maps every 60

object (vertices and tetrahedrons) to a 1D index. The function 61

is designed such that objects mapped to the same index are the 62

ones located in the same region in 3D space, and must be tested 63

for collision. This allows to significantly reduce the number of 64

collision tests to be performed, and has been applied in real- 65

time animation pipelines [28]. 66

Employing this collision test requires a tetrahedral mesh, 67

which we create by adding the centroid of the body part to 68

each of its triangles. We do the same to triangles created at 69

the seams in Section 4.2.1 to have a closed mesh. This approx- 70
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imation holds for convex objects, which is the case for most1

of our segmented body parts. However, hands and feet are not2

convex, due to fingers and toes, and our approximation could3

consequently lead to important errors. In our experiments, we4

mostly use poses from SMPL that do not encode the movement5

of the fingers or toes, so the approximation did not generate ar-6

tifacts. If more detailed finger or toe poses are required, it is7

possible to add each phalanx of the fingers and toes to the body8

part segmentation to make the approximation more robust.9

Although this method has not been designed for elongated10

tetrahedra, such as those needed to represent some long body11

parts, we obtained significantly higher performance than the12

raycasting approach. For example, for the mesh with important13

self collision shown in Figure 4 (center), the new contact detec-14

tion algorithm takes 1 second to compute the repulsion energy,15

whereas the raycasting method takes 5 seconds. More examples16

and details about computation times are given in Section 7.2.17

4.3.2. Attraction Term18

Our contact energy term should also preserve contacts be-19

tween surfaces present in the source’s desired pose. These con-20

tacts give important semantic meaning to the pose. In a prelim-21

inary step, we encode those contacts in the source. We define22

a contact threshold proportional to the height of the character.23

Vertices that are under this threshold distance from a surface24

are considered in contact with the surface. As for interpene-25

trations, we consider that no important contacts should appear26

inside a same body part, and thus only encode contacts between27

different body parts. For each vertex under the contact thresh-28

old distance of a surface, we encode the contact as the couple of29

the vertex and its closest vertex on the surface. The attraction30

term also forces the vertices at ground level to stay at ground31

level in the result.32

The attraction term increases when the distance between ver-33

tices in contact in the source exceeds the fixed contact threshold34

as:35

Ea(V) =γa

∑
(vi,v j)∈C

max[(d(vi, v j) − T ), 0]2

+γag

∑
vi∈CG

max[(d(vi,G) − T ), 0]2,
(9)

where C is the set of pairs of vertices in contact, CG are the ver-36

tices in contact with the ground, and T is the contact threshold.37

The effect of the attraction term is illustrated in Figure 4b.38

4.3.3. Rigid formulation39

The contact energy (Equation 7) aims to preserve a coher-40

ent pose of the subject, i.e. a pose of the source character that41

preserves contacts. As such, the term should be minimized by42

modifying the source pose parameters.43

To do so, we use the body part segmentation described in44

Section 4.2.1. Body parts are ordered in a tree hierarchy, with45

the crotch as the root. We then define a rotation for each body46

part Θ = {RP}P∈BP. These rotations are applied to a body part47

and its children, around a ”joint” defined as the centroid of the48

seam between the body part and its parent (see Figure 3b). The 49

root body part rotates around its centroid. 50

By minimizing the contact energy w.r.t. these rotations, each 51

body part deforms rigidly. The contact energy becomes: 52

EC(V(Θ)) = γrEr(V(Θ)) + γaEa(V(Θ)), (10)

using the mesh vertex positions V as functions of the rotations 53

Θ. 54

5. Iterative Solving 55

Optimizing the full sum of energies in expression 1 appears 56

difficult in practice since the shape term ES hape(V) (see expres- 57

sion 3) is non-linear. This results from the fact that the differ- 58

ential coordinates ωi that encode the shape are expressed in a 59

local coordinate system, which depends on the position of the 60

vertices of the mesh. Hence moving a vertex also transforms 61

its local frame. We therefore minimize expression 1 iteratively. 62

In a first step vertices V are moved with respect to the target 63

shape information, then the pose Θ is optimized in order to 64

satisfy the contact constraints and finally local frames are re- 65

estimated. This is iterated until the absolute difference in the 66

sum of energies between two successive iterations is below a 67

threshold. The first two steps are detailed below. 68

The first step aims to optimize the shape fidelity term 69

ES hape(V) and the volume preservation term EVol(V), expres- 70

sions 3 and 6 respectively. To this purpose vertices are moved 71

in a direction that accounts for both terms: 72

v′i = vi + ε(γsds(vi) + γvdv(vi)), (11)

with v′i the new position of vi, γS and γV the weights associated 73

to the directions ds and dv, respectively, and ε a displacement 74

offset function. The shape direction ds is the direction towards 75

the optimal position as defined in Equation 4. The volume di- 76

rection dv is computed based on the Stokes’ Theorem and its 77

resulting divergence theorem. That is, dv is the direction of the 78

normal ni of the surface at vertex vi, and the offset by which we 79

move vi is the difference in volume of the body part contain- 80

ing vi between the target and the current shape. This leads to 81

dv(vi) = (VT
P − VP) ni. 82

The second step of the iterative framework aims to min- 83

imize the contact energy defined in expression 10. Auto- 84

differentiation is used to obtain the gradient of the contact en- 85

ergy EC w.r.t. rotations of the body parts Θ. We then apply a 86

gradient descent iteration to the rotations. Since the deforma- 87

tion at each iteration is relatively small, this slight correction is 88

enough. 89

6. Adaptation to continuous motion sequences 90

The approach presented in the previous sections enables to 91

transfer the shape of a target character to a source character 92

in a given static pose. When considering motion sequences, a 93

per frame strategy can be applied with however no guarantee 94

of temporal continuity in the resulting animations. While our 95

experiments demonstrate that such a strategy provides already 96
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good results when retargeting motions between shapes that do1

not differ significantly (see for instance the running sequence2

in the accompanying video), discontinuities together with in-3

consistent ground contacts can appear with shapes that require4

more important pose corrections. To tackle this issue we intro-5

duce a post-processing step that enforces temporal consistency6

in the retargeted animations. Details are given below and results7

presented in section 7.6.8

6.1. Temporally Consistent Ground Contact9

The pose correction applied to shapes can give rise to incon-10

sistent ground contacts. For example, when transferring motion11

from a skinny character to a corpulent one, the gap between the12

legs can be widened to avoid potential collisions between the13

thighs. When such a corrections occurs, the feet positions can14

deviate in consecutive frames, leading to the so-called ”foot-15

skating” artifacts in the resulting animation.16

To fix this problem, we modify the attraction term in Equa-17

tion 9. For static data, ground contacts are enforced by con-18

straining the concerned vertex heights to be at the ground level.19

Although this avoids collision or loss of contact between the20

foot and the ground, it does not guarantee the foot to remain at a21

fixed position, hence yielding foot-skating artifacts. For a con-22

tinuous sequence of poses, we store the ground contact position23

of the source pose at each frame and compare it with the pre-24

vious frame. When detecting a ground contact that was already25

a ground contact in the previous frame, we consider that the26

associated vertex should remain at the same position. There-27

fore, the ground contact term for such a vertex vi becomes:28

max[(d(vt
i, v

t−1
i ) − T ), 0]2 where t denotes to the current frame29

time within the motion sequence, and vt
i (respectively vt−1

i ) cor-30

responds to the vertex vi at the frame time t (respectively t − 1).31

6.2. Animation Smoothing32

The pose correction can also induce jitter in the resulting ani-33

mation. Under the continuity assumption we experimented, in a34

previous version of this work [8], a 5-frame rolling average that35

reduces jitter, yet retaining residual oscillations. In this work,36

we explore and evaluate two other post-processing filtering ap-37

proaches: a global approach that treats the full sequence jointly,38

and a local approach that operates on the motion trajectory of39

each vertex independently.40

6.2.1. Discrete Cosine Transform41

The first approach smooths globally the retargeted animation42

by filtering high frequencies in the temporal domain. It builds43

on the work of Akhter et al. [1] that shows that the PCA basis44

learned from human motion sequences converges to the basis of45

the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). This property was used46

to combine a DCT basis for temporal data with a spatial shape47

basis computed using PCA to create a model encoding spatio-48

temporal data [2]. This model allows to smooth motion se-49

quences by removing first the high frequencies of the temporal50

DCT basis, and second the basis vectors of the PCA shape space51

corresponding to small eigenvalues. In our experiments, we ap-52

ply this approach to retargeted animation sequences. Since the53

sequences we consider are relatively short, we only project over54

the DCT basis and remove high frequencies.55

6.2.2. De Boor Spline Approximation 56

The second approach smoothes locally the retargeted anima- 57

tion by post-processing the trajectory of each mesh vertex in- 58

dependently. To this end, each trajectory is approximated by a 59

spline [15], that have shown effective in trajectory smoothing 60

[17]. We use the original de Boor algorithm [16] to approxi- 61

mate vertex trajectories with a regularization term based on the 62

curve second derivatives. 63

7. Evaluation and Discussion 64

In this section, we present results of our method and discuss 65

its strengths and limitations. We introduce first the data used in 66

our evaluations and give the implementation details. We further 67

show the evaluations for minimally dressed humans, casually 68

dressed humans, wild animals, and animations, and we com- 69

pared our method to state-of-the-art works. Finally, we discuss 70

the method’s limitations. 71

Quantitatively evaluating the results of motion retargeting re- 72

mains an open problem and is especially challenging when han- 73

dling generic characters. For this reason, all the evaluations and 74

comparisons provided in what follows are qualitative. For better 75

illustrations, especially for results on motion sequence retarget- 76

ing, the reader is invited to refer to the supplemental video. 77

7.1. Data 78

To demonstrate the generality of our approach, we evalu- 79

ate our method on two different shape classes. First, human 80

characters, both in a minimally dressed scenario and in a casu- 81

ally dressed one. This class is the most commonly considered 82

in retargeting applications, and the minimally dressed scenario 83

allows in particular comparisons to the state of the art. The 84

second class of shapes we consider are wild animals. Wild 85

animal shapes are interesting as they can exhibit very differ- 86

ent morphologies while still respecting our assumption of near- 87

isometrically deformations during motion. 88

As input, we require source and target character meshes in 89

correspondence. For humans, the correspondence is established 90

using the SMPL template (6890 vertices and 13776 faces) [37]. 91

This template is segmented into the 17 body parts shown in Fig- 92

ure 3a. For animal models, the correspondence is established 93

using the SMAL template (3889 vertices and 7774 faces) [53]. 94

We segment this template into 24 body parts as shown in Fig- 95

ure 8. 96

For minimally dressed human characters, we use the exam- 97

ple animations provided with SMPL, Faust [9], Dyna [41], and 98

models from Liu et al. [36] fitted to the SMPL template. For 99

dressed humans we use meshes from 3D Poses in the Wild [48] 100

that are already fitted to the SMPL template. For animal mod- 101

els, we create different poses and shapes using the statistical 102

model SMAL. 103

7.2. Implementation Details 104

We implemented our algorithm in Julia, and use a python 105

implementation [42] of de Boor’s smoothing algorithm to post- 106

process the trajectory of each mesh vertex. 107
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7.2.1. Parameter Settings1

Our method has a number of weight parameters that need to2

be adjusted. In this work, we set them empirically based on a3

few examples of minimally dressed human bodies. Applying4

these fixed parameters to all human and animal examples we5

have tested leads to visually pleasing results.6

In practice, the parameters are set as follows. The parame-7

ters weighing the different energy terms in Equation 1 are set8

to γS hape = γVol = γC = 1, the parameters weighing the influ-9

ence of the contact and repulsion terms in the contact energy10

of Equation 7 are set to γr = γa = 1, and the weights han-11

dling ground contact in Equations 8 and 9, respectively, are set12

to γrg = γag = 0.1. The offset weight ε in Equation 11 is set to13

0.3, and the parameter p employed during spline smoothing to14

0.1.15

7.2.2. Computation Times16

All experiments were run on a PC with an Intel Xeon E5-17

2623 v3s and 32GB of RAM. The computation time is highly18

dependent on the surface interactions present in the pose trans-19

fer, i.e. contacts and possibly colliding surfaces. The new con-20

tact detection method improves the computation time. We now21

discuss the computation time needed for a single frame in differ-22

ent scenarios. When the deformed pose is free of any body-to-23

body interactions, the method requires around 5 minutes. In the24

example shown in Figure 5, some corrections are needed due to25

body-to-body surface collisions, and our method takes around26

15 minutes with the new collision detection, compared to 2027

minutes using the previous raycasting approach. In the example28

show in Figure 14b, contacts in the deformed pose of the source29

need to be maintained, and our method takes around 20 minutes30

with the new collision detection, compared to 30 minutes with31

the previous approach. In the example shown in Figure 14c, the32

transfer needs to both maintain contacts in the deformed pose33

and avoid surface collisions, and our method takes around 2434

minutes with the new collision detection, compared to 44 min-35

utes with the previous approach. All experiments applied on36

static animals models based on SMAL take less than 5 minutes37

for the transfer.38

7.3. Minimally Dressed Humans39

This section discusses the convergence behaviour of our40

method, and shows an example of transferring a pose with con-41

tact to different morphologies.42

Figure 5 illustrates the iterative process of our method and43

shows intermediate results (5d). The shape and volume evolve44

quickly to match the target, while the contact term avoids inter-45

penetration here by widening the gap between the legs and rais-46

ing the arms. Figure 5b shows the evolution of each energy term47

during this transfer. Note that the shape fidelity (Eq. 3) and vol-48

ume preservation (Eq. 6) terms decrease rapidly in the first iter-49

ations. The initial spike of the repulsion term (Eq. 8) is due to50

interpenetrations that appear as the morphology changes. The51

correction of interpenetrations causes loss of contacts around52

the armpits, explaining the slight increase in the attraction term53

(Eq. 9). Our iterative process efficiently minimizes the shape54

and volume energies, while maintaining the contact energy at a 55

reasonable level. 56

Figure 6 shows results of shape transfer from the source of 57

Figure 12 (left) to characters with varying morphology. Notice 58

the evolution of the space between the upper arms and the torso 59

depending on the morphology of the target; while skinny char- 60

acters have a large distance, this distance disappears for larger 61

bodies. 62

7.4. Casually Dressed Humans 63

This section illustrates results of transferring poses from min- 64

imally dressed humans to humans wearing casual clothing. Fig- 65

ure 7 shows three frames obtained when retargeting poses from 66

the sample animations provided with SMPL to clothed char- 67

acters from 3DPW. In all three results, the cloth details, in- 68

cluding wrinkles present in the standard pose of the target, are 69

transferred to the deformed pose. Furthermore, the method can 70

transfer hair, shown in Figures 7g and 7h, and even accessories 71

such as the backpack and baseball cap in Figure 7i. 72

7.5. Animals 73

This section illustrates results that retarget poses between dif- 74

ferent wild animals. Figure 9 shows results that retarget a pose 75

of a fox to a lion and a hippopotamus. Despite important differ- 76

ences in the morphology and volume distributions among body 77

parts for the different animals, the resulting retargeted poses 78

are plausible overall. Note that the characteristics of the heads, 79

trunk and legs are maintained in the retargeted pose for the lion 80

and the hippopotamus. However, some artifacts occur for body 81

parts with smaller volume, such as the tail of the hippopotamus, 82

which is elongated after the transfer. The reason for this is that 83

we match the volume of the body parts to the target, but not 84

their lengths: our method allows body parts to get elongated as 85

long as their volume is correct. 86

Figure 10 shows results of transferring a pose with contact 87

from a feline to a lion, a fox and a hippopotamus. The results 88

show that the method is able to preserve contact constraints 89

even for animals with significantly different morphologies. 90

7.6. Animations 91

This section compares the different strategies to adapt our 92

method to continuous motion sequences, as introduced in Sec- 93

tion 6, and shows some qualitative results. Table 1 provides 94

quantitative measurements over the motion sequence for the 95

static motion retargeting applied frame by frame, the DCT 96

smoothing method with different percentages of low frequen- 97

cies retained, and the spline-based smoothing method. The 98

quantitative measures are (1) the displacement of a vertex lo- 99

cated in the middle of the forehead between two consecutive 100

frames (mean and standard deviation), and (2) the volume of the 101

right forearm during the animation (mean and standard devia- 102

tion). These measures are evaluated for the punching sequence 103

shown in Figure 11. For a correct retargeting, we expect that the 104

mean and standard deviation of the displacement of the vertex 105

on the forehead are similar to the ones in the source animation, 106

and that there is a low standard deviation of the measured vol- 107

ume with its mean close to the volume measured on the target 108
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(a) standard source (b) Evolution of the energy terms during the iterative minimization (c) standard target

(d) Left to right: source pose, result after 5, 40, 150 and 400 iterations, final result (500 iterations)

Fig. 5: Evolution of the shape transfer from a thin to a larger character through the iterations.

character. Without post-processing, the vertex on the forehead1

performs large motions that lead to jittering artifacts (visible2

in the supplemental video). When smoothing with DCT, keep-3

ing a high percentage of components does not remove the jitter4

on the head. When keeping a low percentage of components,5

however, artifacts such as volume shrinking on the arm appear,6

as can be seen by the increasing standard deviation of the arm7

volume. In contrast, the spline-based smoothing leads to a re-8

sult without apparent jitter while preserving the arm volume.9

Figure 11 shows the corresponding motion retargeting result.10

Animation results shown in the supplementary video are thus11

smoothed using the splined-based method.12

13

7.7. Comparisons14

In this section, we compare results of our method with previ-15

ous works. First, our results are compared to a skeleton-based16

approach where joint angles are directly applied to a new char-17

acter. Second, we applied our method to character meshes used18

in previous surface mesh retargeting methods, namely context19

graphs [36] and AuraMesh [27], and compare our results to20

those obtained in these previous works.21

Figure 12 compares our method to a skeleton retargeting22

baseline. The source pose (left) was generated by hand-tuning23

SMPL pose and shape parameters. Applying the same pose24

parameters to a character with different morphology leads the25

result of the baseline shown in the center. This straightforward26

approach leads to artifacts: the left hand enters the belly, and27

head displacement (cm) arm volume (dm3)
mean std. mean std.

source an-
imation 0.345 0.220 / /

target
character / / 2.315 /

no post-
process 1.094 0.900 2.221 0.101

50% DCT 0.835 0.605 2.220 0.104
25% DCT 0.718 0.458 2.215 0.123
10% DCT 0.410 0.260 2.147 0.440
5% DCT 0.237 0.148 1.913 0.551
spline
smoothing 0.553 0.343 2.175 0.176

Table 1: Comparisons between different smoothing approaches. Mean and stan-
dard deviation of the displacement of a vertex on the middle of the forehead
between two consecutive frames, and of the volume of the right forearm, eval-
uated for the motion sequence in Figure 11.
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(a) Target 1 (b) Target 2 (c) Target 3

(d) Result 1 (e) Result 2 (f) Result 3

Fig. 6: Shape transfer results on several characters of the deformed source pose
shown in Figure 12 (left).

the contact between the right hand and the hip is incorrect. The1

result of our method is presented in the right of the figure. The2

artifacts reported with the baseline do not occur. Moreover, no-3

tice that the space between the arms and the body shrinks during4

the transfer. This demonstrates that the method was able to find5

a solution without artificially spreading the arms far from the6

torso to preserve the distances associated with the thin source7

character.8

Figure 13 depicts results obtained with our method when ap-9

plied to 3D models used in [36]. Our results are compared to10

those obtained by an artist (artist performance initially reported11

in [36, Figure 6]). Note that even with a relatively large change12

in morphology, our result is close to the solution proposed by13

an artist. In particular, when viewed from above, one can see14

that the artist created new contacts between the arms and the15

body. These additional contacts did not change the contextual16

meaning of the pose, but have been introduced to adapt to the17

morphology of the target character. These additional contacts18

have also been mostly recovered by our method, compared to19

the context graph method, which aims to preserve distances ob-20

served with the source character.21

Figure 14 applies our method on a shoulder rubbing pose22

that is similar to the one used in AuraMesh [27, Figure 8]. We23

see that our method preserves the hand/shoulder contact, even24

with important changes of morphology. Notice that for a close25

morphology (Figure 14b), the distance between the elbow and26

the torso does not significantly change in the result. However,27

for drastically larger target characters (Figures 14c and 14d)28

this distance shrinks or even disappears to create new contacts.29

These pose changes do not alter the contextual meaning but are30

(a) Source pose 1 (b) Source pose 2 (c) Source pose 3

(d) Target shape 1 (e) Target shape 2 (f) Target shape 3

(g) Result 1 (h) Result 2 (i) Result 3

Fig. 7: Results of the method from sample poses of SMPL to clothed characters
of 3DPW.

required to keep the morphology consistent. For the same kind 31

of example, AuraMesh aims at preserving the initial distances 32

observed with the source character, which is unlikely to adapt 33

to a larger target character and contrary to our results. 34

7.8. Discussion 35

In this paper we explore the strategy of shape transfer, as 36

an alternative to the widely adopted pose transfer strategy, to 37

address retargetting problems. While our results validate this 38

approach, it suffers anyway from some limitations. First, the 39

method may appear slow compared to recent methods that can 40

be close to real-time. This results from the efficient but com- 41

putationally expensive optimization framework that is used and 42

does not invalidate the shape transfer principle. Directions for 43

improvements on this aspect include parallelized implementa- 44

tions as well as alternatives to optimization with, for instance, 45

learning methods. 46

Another potential limitation is that our method requires cor- 47

respondences between the input meshes along with a body part 48
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Fig. 8: Body part segmentation of the SMAL template

(a) Source

(b) Target 1 (c) Target 2

(d) Result 1 (e) Result 2

Fig. 9: Shape transfer results on animal models taken from SMAL.

segmentation. In our experiments, we tackled this problem by1

fitting a template equipped with a pre-defined segmentation to2

the input meshes. This pre-processing is light and only needs3

to be applied once per mesh. Moreover it could be made auto-4

matic, using some template fitting method such as [46]. This5

is hence simpler and faster than standard rigging processes tra-6

ditionally used in computer animation. The body part segmen-7

tation only needs to be created once per template, making its8

pre-processing complexity negligible in the long term.9

The contextual meaning of the human posture introduced in10

this work raises interesting questions. By contextual meaning11

we assume additional posture elements which have priority over12

traditional pose parameters represented by the body part rigid13

transformations. In this work we focus on preserving contacts14

in the source pose as well as preventing inter-penetrations, this15

by allowing pose parameters to evolve. Our results show that16

this strategy genuinely preserves part of the posture context. In17

particular, it enables to introduce new contacts that are induced18

by the target shape, especially when retargeting from a skinny19

to a large character. However, when transferring from a large to20

a skinny character, contacts should not necessarily be preserved21

as they may not be natural. This raises the question of which22

contacts should be preserved in a transfer between characters23

and more generally on how to model the contextual meaning of24

a human posture. Apart from user inputs on a per case basis, an25

interesting direction is to explore here data-driven approaches26

(a) Source pose (b) Result for the target shown in
Figure 9b

(c) Result for the target shown in
Figure 9a

(d) Result for the target shown in
Figure 9c

Fig. 10: Shape transfer results on several animals from a paw licking pose of a
feline.

(a) Source animation.

(b) Result with spline smoothing in post-processing.

Fig. 11: Result of transferring a punching animation to the target in Figure 5c,
using the spline smoothing in post-processing.

aiming at learning such a contextual meaning. 27

Finally, the method described in this paper is considering a 28

pose independently from the previous and next frames. The ad- 29

vantage of this strategy is to avoid drift in the estimation and 30

hence to gain robustness. The drawback is the potential incon- 31

sistency over time. To remedy this we additionally filter the 32

results in a post-processing step, with clear benefits as shown 33

in the accompanying video. However, such filtering is based 34

on a continuous assumption and is therefore not able to handle 35

potential dynamic movements of the surface, such as clothes 36

deformation during motion. This dynamic behavior of the sur- 37

face has not been addressed in this paper. Future works could 38

explore how to simulate this dynamic property of the surface 39

accordingly to the body motion. 40
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Fig. 12: Comparison to a skeleton retargeting baseline. Left: The source de-
formed pose generated by manually tuning SMPL shape and pose parameters.
Center: The same SMPL pose parameters applied to new shape parameters.
Right: The result with our method.

8. Conclusion And Future Work1

In this paper we addressed the problem of retargetting a pose2

from a source to a target character with different morphology.3

Previous works generally aimed at transferring the source char-4

acter’s pose onto the target character while preserving geomet-5

ric constraints. These constraints have to be designed in order to6

capture the contextual meaning of the pose that has to be satis-7

fied in the target character pose also. However, pose and shape8

may be intrinsically linked and it remains difficult to automat-9

ically identify the relevant constraints. To tackle this problem,10

the main contribution of this work consists in transferring the11

target shape to the source shape+pose, assuming that most of12

the shape+pose constraints should be automatically satisfied.13

To achieve this goal, we maintain existing contacts identified in14

the source pose while avoiding inter-penetrations during shape15

transfer. Our results (e.g. figure 13) show that this method en-16

ables us to find new contacts linked to the target shape, which17

is generally impossible to address when preserving distances18

between joints, as usually proposed in previous works.19

Whereas the core of the method has been designed to con-20

sider static poses [8], another contribution of this paper is to21

add post-processing to deal with continuous motion sequences.22

Future work could include temporal information directly in the23

core of the method instead of introducing postprocessing step.24

Our method showed satisfying results when transferring iso-25

lated poses and motion from a source character to another one26

with different morphology (e.g. from a thin to a big character or27

from a tall man to a small woman). We also extended previous28

experiments [8] to apply the method to casually dressed humans29

and wild animals. For all types of shapes, the same parameter30

settings were used without adjustment. These new experiments31

demonstrate the robustness and generality of our shape transfer32

approach. To handle new creatures or more accurate models33

(including fingers for example), the user simply has to segment34

the 3D mesh into the new required body parts. Moreover, to35

address meshes with different topology, preprocessing is nec-36

essary to calibrate a template model into both the source and37

target models, before applying the method.38

(a) Source (b) Target

(c) Left: source’s deformed pose. Center: Our result
with target 13b. Right: The result by an artist.

(d) Figure 13c viewed from top.

Fig. 13: Comparison to an artist performance (courtesy of [36]). The results
consists in retargetting a source character (a) to a target character (b). (c) front
view of our result and a performance of an artist. (d) top view of the same
results.

From the fundamental point of view, this work contributes 39

to better automatically retarget motion from one source to a 40

target character, without requiring tedious rigging manual pro- 41

cessing. However, there remains a series of challenges that have 42

not been addressed in this approach. Indeed, although this ap- 43

proach enabled us to better handle contacts between body parts, 44

future works are necessary to capture more contextual mean- 45

ing information, such as preserving body segment orientation 46

or distances. Even for contact constraints, there are some open 47

questions, such as the release of contact constraints when trans- 48

ferring a pose from a fat character to a thin one. The develop- 49

ment of new machine learning approaches opens new directions 50

to better capture and transfer the contextual meaning informa- 51

tion from one shape to another. Hence, a promising future di- 52

rection would consist in using a large database of characters 53

with different morphology performing equivalent poses to train 54

a machine learning retargetting system. 55
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